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A day on an oil rig does a lawyer a world of good, 

even on a hot July day in the Brazos Valley. I knew it 
from the second my boots hit the gravel. This wasn’t 
cushy CLE, but I knew I’d learn a lot. Life in the oil 
patch isn’t easy — neither is lawyering in the courtroom 
or the boardroom. But spending time with folks on that 
rig left me with some lasting lessons.

• Get out on the rig floor. I was visiting the oil rig 
with a directional-drilling crew. Unlike roughnecks, who 
are the hands-on workers involved in the actual drilling, 
the directional drillers show up only for the horizontal 
phase of the drilling. Although they could do all but 
the most critical pieces of their job sitting inside an 
air-conditioned trailer, they know better.

The directional drillers routinely get out on the rig 
floor, because that’s where the action happens. That’s also 
where they’ll find the rig crew — the folks the directional 
drillers depend on to actually “make hole.” Getting the 
crew’s respect on the surface of the land can make or 
break what the directional drillers do down hole.

Lawyers can learn a lesson from directional drillers. 
Executives, litigation managers, witnesses and sup-
port staf f are just as key to an attorney’s success as 
roughnecks are to specialized drilling teams’ ef forts. 
There’s no substitute for working shoulder-to-shoulder 
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with them early in the project. Do lawyers visit clients 
(internal or external) in their of fices or plants? Do we 
understand why we shouldn’t bill them for every second 
plus the drive there?

• Get your hands dirty. “Here, take it. Hold a piece of the 
Eagle Ford Shale in your hands,” dared a roughneck. His 
cupped hand pushed toward me, holding a few rock chips 
floating in a mess of drilling fluid. He 
paused like he thought I wouldn’t.

I grabbed his handful, then dipped 
my other hand into the mud shaker for 
a second handful. “This one’ s hotter,” 
I pointed out. The roughneck grinned.

We aren’t just tested by people 
who think the “tall-office-building 
lawyers” don’t really understand what 
it takes to get the job done. Folks 
around us are watching to see how 
we contribute. Do we stand back and 
bark orders? Or do we dive in to help?

• Feed a hungry client. Back in 
the trailer, an MWD (measure while 
drilling) technician cooked dinner. 
He was making enough for six men, 
even though his directional-drilling 
crew was only four strong. He dished up two extra plates 
and headed out the door to offer them to the company 
man and tool pusher. Those two individuals had the power 
to hire a directional drilling company for their rig. The 
MWD technician knew his clients were too busy to cook 
for themselves, so he shared his crew’s meal with them. 
He didn’t hand them a bill, either.

What can lawyers learn from him? What can we cook for 
our clients or employers that they can’t make for themselves? 
Efficient dispute resolution systems? Forward intelligence on 
how legal trends may impact business?

• Understand who is the rock star. Everybody likes to play 
the hero, especially litigation counsel like me. We’re hard-
wired for it. Still, we have to keep our perspective straight. 
Upstaging the client can ruin a trial or business deal.

Out in the oil patch, the MWD technician understood 
that. He knew that he was the directional driller’s co-
pilot, but the drillers had to take the lead on their work. 
So, he said he had to realize he wasn’t the “rock star,” 
of fer suggestions and provide options, and move on.

• Do it yourself. From the perspective of an explo-
ration-and-production company, an oil rig is the tip of 

the spear. The workers there keep the drill bit moving. 
Delays can trigger massive cost overruns. If something 
goes wrong, the rig crew is best positioned to fix it. Help 
may be hours away. That inspires a do-it-yourself team 
attitude out on the rig. Quitters don’t last long.

Lawyers have to become problem-solvers. We’re 
on the front lines. Even facing long odds, a problem 

almost always has another angle 
or two. The trick is staying calm 
and finding them.

• Cover your home front. Oil-patch 
workers pull long hours and follow 
their rigs, no matter how far those 
rigs take them from home. Down to 
the last man, the workers all said that 
the toughest part of their job was the 
time away from home, where families 
and friends wait for them.

Everybody goes home some-
times. The jobs don’t last forever. 
The folks on the rig who are the 
happiest are the ones who are equally 
alive on the rig and at home. They 
call it covering the home front. It’s a 
survival technique.

Like rig workers, lawyers put in long hours and often 
have to travel when a case or a deal heats up. But we 
need to be as smart as the rig workers, putting in the 
time and attention to make sure homes and families will 
be waiting when we return. 
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